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The Explanatory Power of Climate History for
the 19th-Century Maritimes and Newfoundland:
A Prospectus
TERESA DEVOR
Cet article présente les sources et les méthodes et pose les jalons d’une histoire du
climat de la région. La reconstruction du climat d’Halifax, de Charlottetown et de
St. John’s ainsi que des eaux des Maritimes et de Terre-Neuve au 19e siècle aide à
comprendre comment la saisonnalité et la variabilité extrême du climat influaient
sur la vie de tous les jours dans la région. Si la météo et le climat avaient une forte
incidence sur l’agriculture et les transports, l’expérience des fermiers de l’arrièrepays était aussi marquée à la fois par la classe sociale, des microclimats marginaux,
la pauvreté des sols et la souffrance humaine. Malgré la grande variabilité du climat
observée au cours du siècle, on note une tendance générale à un réchauffement
annuel, qui s’est poursuivie jusqu’au 20e siècle.
This article introduces the sources, methods, and groundwork for regional climate
history. A reconstruction of 19th-century climate in Halifax, Charlottetown, St.
John’s, and the waters of the Maritimes and Newfoundland contributes to
understanding the ways that extreme seasonality and climatic variability influenced
daily life in the region. Agriculture and transportation were significantly influenced
by weather and climate while the experience of backland farmers also illustrates the
conjuncture of class, marginal microclimates, poor soils, and human suffering.
Despite high climatic variability during the century, the overall pattern is one of
annual warming, which continued into the 20th century.
CLIMATE HISTORIANS RECONSTRUCT PAST CLIMATIC PATTERNS and
short-term weather events, inquire into historic vulnerabilities to variations and
extremes of climate, and examine representations and discourses of climate.
Narratives of climatic change and regional adaptation are a part of the Atlantic
region’s past as well as its present. A more nuanced and more focused account of
climatic stability and change in Atlantic Canada during the 19th century can help us
better understand the general pattern of settlement and development. What follows
is an analysis of the ways that extreme seasonality and variability influenced daily
life in the region, accompanied by a reconstruction of 19th-century climate in
Halifax, Charlottetown, and St. John’s as well as the waters of the region. The goal
of this prospectus is to introduce some of the sources, methods, and groundwork for
regional climate history. Further work is required on the impact of weather and
climate on agriculture, transportation, fisheries, and lumbering, which will help
illuminate the interplay of climate and human agency in creating and responding to
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periods of dearth and prosperity, war and other conflict, disease, politics, and
cultural continuity and change.1
As a field, climate history is inherently interdisciplinary and international –
reflecting the climate system’s own dynamism and global scale.2 Over the past 45
years, the field of climate history has broadened and deepened its avenues of inquiry,
sources of study, and geographical and temporal range. Recent climate history has
international precedents in the 19th and early 20th centuries. And between the 1960s
and the 1980s, some European scholars, including Emmanuel LeRoy Ladurie, Hubert
Lamb, and Christian Pfister, established the templates and impetus for the current field
of climate history.3 The research of scholars in myriad social and natural sciences –
anthropologists, philosophers, economists, political scientists, climatologists, and
geographers among others, who have been motivated in part by current climatic
changes – provide evidence of significant interdependence between human
endeavours and climatic parameters such as growing seasons, duration of winter, etc.
Exciting work in paleogenetics and paleoanthropology yields clear evidence for the
importance of climate to the deep human past. Jared Diamond’s 1997 Guns, Germs,
and Steel disseminated and popularized understandings of the centrality of geographic
and environmental factors – including climate – to the longue-durée histories of
human societies, and has raised the profile of these factors in 21st-century world
histories.4 Geoffrey Parker’s recent book, Global Crisis: War, Climate Change and
1 My current doctoral research will extend the climatic reconstruction within this article (and
elaborated upon in Appendix III of my MA thesis). The doctoral work will also analyze additional
primary sources in order to track the influences of regional climatic trends over time on
agriculture and transportation. See Teresa Devor, “A Climate History of the Gulf of St. Lawrence
Region: A Climatic Reconstruction of the Nineteenth Century and Discussion of Its Implications”
(MA thesis, University of New Brunswick, 2012), Appendix III – Climatic Reconstruction.
2 In Europe, the field is referred to as “historical climatology.” There are many similarities between
the two, yet historical climatology tends to draw more heavily on the natural sciences and to
concentrate on verifying historic climatic reconstructions through statistical analysis. See Rudolph
Brázdil et al., “Historical Climatology in Europe: The State of the Art,” Climatic Change 70, no.
3 (June 2005): 366. For the sake of simplicity, I will be using the term “climate history”
exclusively in this article. For an in-depth analysis of the foci and impetus behind climate histories
in disparate national and regional contexts, including a discussion of pioneering climate histories
in China and Japan, see Devor, “Cool as a Cucumber in the Global Greenhouse: The Fruition of
World and Canadian Climate Histories 1970-2010” (unpublished manuscript, prepared for “EH+:
The Future of Environmental History” conference, Hamilton, ON, 29 April-1 May 2011).
3 Ladurie was part of the Annales tradition, which pushed the boundaries of topics considered
crucial for historical study and understanding, and pioneered “total history.” See, for example,
Fernand Braudel, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Phillip II, trans.
Siân Reynolds (London: William Collins Sons, 1972). Brázdil et al. critique Ladurie, arguing that
he was “very reluctant to admit any societal relevance of climatic variations” out of adherence to
then-popular tenets of social history (366). However, Ladurie himself told Geoffrey Parker in
February 2012 “that he had played down the climate-catastrophe connection in his 1967 book
‘because no one then would have believed me.’” See Geoffrey Parker, Global Crisis: War,
Climate Change and Catastrophe in the Seventeenth Century (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 2013), 793.
4 Jared Diamond, Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies (New York: W.W. Norton
and Co., 1997). While Diamond’s critics argue that he is overly deterministic, his work has
illuminated critical interconnections among the biotic, climatic, and ecological potential of
different parts of the world while also highlighting the ecological dependencies that have
nourished and challenged human societies throughout most of our history.
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Catastrophe in the Seventeenth Century, which is in the Braudelian tradition of the
French Annales school, elucidates the critical connections among weather, agriculture,
and social order.5 Parker emphasizes agriculture and the vital calories that it yields as
a base for understanding tangible links between people and climate. The 17th century
saw “an unequalled series of extreme climatic effects,” including two years without a
summer and “landmark winters.” Climatic conditions, particularly between 1640 and
1719, contributed to harvest failures, malnutrition, starvation, crises of royal authority,
forced relocation, overall population decline, banditry, and general uprisings in
Europe, China, the Ottoman Empire, and, to a lesser extent, India. This “fatal synergy
between natural and human disasters” was exacerbated by the almost endemic warfare
of the period. Climate also intensified the effects of diseases, including, in some cases,
their lethality. Adverse weather conditions slowed or prevented transportation by
armies, rulers, farmers, merchants, and others. Parker’s insights into the
multidimensional interdependence of human and ecological systems prompt questions
about the influence of these connections on the history of Atlantic Canada.6
The historiography of climate-society relationships in Northeastern North
America has been weighted towards the New England states, with some important
contributions from Canadians writing about Atlantic Canada. Judith Fingard’s “The
Winter’s Tale” is an analysis of the intersections of seasonality, urban poverty, and
the development of charitable organizations in cities in the Maritimes. Fingard
highlights the disparities in the degree to which climate affected the livelihoods and
well-being of urban-dwellers of different social and economic classes. Winter
conditions “intensified the underemployment of labour, aggravated illness, and
attracted the destitute rural poor to the cities where sufficient wealth, self-interest,
and jobbery could be found to sustain charitable relief and public asylums.” Winter
conditions also contributed to the development of an informal social safety net
within cities, influenced early union organizing, and linked the economies of rural
and urban communities.7 Liza Piper’s “Backward Seasons and Remarkable Cold:
The Weather over Long Reach, New Brunswick, 1812-1821” draws on her analyses
of climate-society relationships and short- and long-term climatic change based on
the diary of New Brunswick farmer Benjamin Crawford. Piper argues that some

5 See Parker, Global Crisis. Lucien Febvre, a founder of the French Annales tradition of history,
wrote in “History and Psychology” about the significance of hunger, insecurity, cold, and daily
and annual variations of light and dark to the mental disposition of people throughout most of
human history. See Peter Burke, ed., A New Kind of History from the Writings of Lucien Febvre,
trans. K. Folca (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1973), 5-9. Parker’s Global Crisis takes
these influences seriously. For example, in his first chapter, he devotes six pages (17-22) to a
discussion of the relationships between climates, crops, calories, and human survival or mortality.
6 Parker, Global Crisis, 83, 85, 19-20. The non-linear correlation between crop failures and prices
“explains why a 30 per cent reduction in the grain harvest often doubled the price of bread,
whereas a 50 per cent reduction quintupled it. It also explains why, if the harvest failed for two or
more consecutive years, starvation almost always followed” (20). For “fatal synergy,” see xxiii.
See also the three graphs on p. 15: “Sunspots observed 1600-1750,” “Volcanic Activity 16001700,” and “Summer Temperature (N.Hemisphere) 1600-1700.”
7 Judith Fingard, “The Winter’s Tale: Contours of Pre-Industrial Poverty in British America, 18151860,” in Historical Papers/Communications Historiques, ed. P. Gillis et al. (Toronto: Canadian
Historical Association, 1974): 66, 67, 69.
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farmers changed their agricultural, economic, and occupational strategies as a way
to adapt to the especially unpredictable environmental conditions of the decade.8
Piper focuses on the period of unusual cold bracketing the “year without a summer”
in 1816 (which followed the 1815 eruption of the Indonesian volcano Tambora),
contextualized within the climatic epoch entitled the “Little Ice Age.” The Little Ice Age
is defined by glaciologists, geographers, geologists, and climatologists as a period of
cooler-than-average temperatures that affected parts of the world for periods between
1200 and the mid-19th to early 20th century.9 European researchers writing in The
Iceberg in the Mist: In Search of the Little Ice Age suggest that the 17th century appears
to have been the coldest in Europe within the past 1,000 years, while the 19th century
“seems to have been the coldest in North America.”10 During that century, many settlers
in Atlantic Canada farmed land that was marginal for agriculture in the best of years.
William Baron and others, including David Smith, Hal Borns, J. Fastook, and A.E.
Bridges, climate history researchers at the University of Maine, argue that “for the
farmer in marginal climate locations, both past and present, the growing season is
central. Success or failure is often defined by the length of the season, the weather that
occurs during it, and the timing of certain natural events.”11 Articles and chapters
appraising the agricultural capabilities of Atlantic Canada have frequently addressed the
limitations posed by thin soils and short growing seasons.12 Historians and historical
geographers have written about the dependence of major industries – including
agriculture, forestry, and fisheries as well as the transportation systems on which
industries rely – on the high diversity of conditions that characterize the seasonal
climates of Atlantic Canada.13 However, the work on climate-society interdependence
in the region has been piecemeal.14
Descriptions of weather and climate in the Gulf of St. Lawrence region published
in contemporary 19th-century newspaper reports and journal articles, colonial
8 Liza Piper, “Backward Seasons and Remarkable Cold: The Weather over Long Reach, New
Brunswick, 1812-1821,” Acadiensis XXXIV, no. 1 (Autumn 2004): 31-55.
9 Jean M. Grove, The Little Ice Ages: Ancient and Modern Volume 1, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge,
2004), 4.
10 P.D. Jones and K.R. Briffa, “Preface: The ‘Little Ice Age’: Local and Global Perspectives,” in The
Iceberg in the Mist: Northern Research in Pursuit of a “Little Ice Age,” ed. A.E.J. Ogilvie and
Trausti Jónsson (New York: Springer, 2001), 7.
11 W.R. Baron et al., “Long-time Series Temperature and Precipitation Records for Maine, 18081978,” Life Sciences and Agriculture Experiment Station Bulletin 771 (August 1980): v.
12 See, for example, Robert Mackinnon, “‘Farming the Rock’: The Evolution of Commercial
Agriculture Around St. John’s, Newfoundland to 1945,” Acadiensis XX, no. 2 (Spring 1991): 3261; Rusty Bittermann, Robert MacKinnon, and Graeme Wynn, “Of Inequality and
Interdependence in the Nova Scotia Countryside, 1850-70,” Canadian Historical Review 74, no.
1 (March 1993): 1-43; and Rusty Bittermann, “The Hierarchy of the Soil: Land and Labour in a
Nineteenth Century Cape Breton Community,” Acadiensis XVIII, no. 1 (Autumn 1988): 33-55.
13 See, for example, George MacLaren, “Communications in the Northumberland Strait and The
Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1775-1951,” Nova Scotia Historical Quarterly 1, no. 2 (June 1971): 10125; Fred Williams, “‘Shank’s Mare and other things . . .’: An Historical Glimpse at Travel in
Northern Cape Breton,” Nova Scotia Historical Quarterly 10, nos. 3-4 (September and December
1980): 213-20; and R. Blake Brown, “Storms, Roads, and Harvest Time: Criticisms of Jury
Service in Pre-Confederation Nova Scotia,” Acadiensis XXXVI, no. 1 (Autumn 2006): 93-111.
14 For a discussion of the primary concerns of Atlantic Canadian historians over the last 45 years,
see Devor, “Climate History of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Region,” 49-53.
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meteorological records, and secondary literature suggest ways that agriculture and
transportation were influenced by seasonal variability. Halifax, St. John’s, and
Charlottetown each had a degree of climatic variability that made it challenging for
settlers and administrators to depend on the timing of seasonal changes such as the
coming and going of ice or the presence of warm weather. This was especially
important in an era in which settlers were occupied with the development of colonial
landscapes. Activities such as clearing forests, constructing roads, and growing food
were highly influenced by a seasonal and variable climate. To contextualize these
difficulties within a regional frame of reference, William Baron and Geoffrey Gordon
have argued that the higher degree of variability in dates of first and last frost prior to
1860 “would have made an impact on the risk factor in New England agriculture.”15
Snow was a variable and precious resource in the winter and spring seasons. It
surfaced the ground to permit some of the smoothest transportation of the year, and
was used to insulate houses and cellars. As Frances Beavan noted in the mid-19th
century, “much delay and loss is experienced for want of it – the sleighing cannot be
done, and wheel carriages cannot run, the roads are so rough and broken with the frost
– cold is then more intense, and cellars (the store houses and receptacles of the chief
comforts) without their deep covering of snow, become penetrated by the frost, and
their contents much injured, if not totally destroyed – this is a calamity that to be
known must be experienced.”16 Sleighing on roads of ice and snow was relied upon as
both a practical medium of transportation and a form of entertainment. Settlers used
sleds, particularly during January and February, to “transport bulky products and certain
perishables (such as fresh meat), [which was made easier after] the arrival of a ‘sledding
frost’.”17 According to Thomas Haliburton, “six to eight weeks of sledding, in winter,
are essential for the transportation of fuel, agricultural produce, materials for making
fences, timber for ship building and lumber for exportation.”18 Farmers on the Saint
John River in New Brunswick saved on ferry costs by waiting until they could make the
crossing on an ice road.19 Skating, curling, and horse races were forms of entertainment
that depended on the thickness and quality of ice on rivers, lakes, and coasts.20
In addition to temperature, factors including timely warmth, precipitation, and
clear skies were central to the success of crops – just as their absence posed
challenges to colonial agriculture in other years and at particular times of the year.
15 William R. Baron and Geoffrey A. Gordon, “A Reconstruction of New England Climate Using
Historical Materials, 1620-1980,” in “Climatic Change in Canada 5: Critical Periods in the
Quaternary Climate History of Northern North America,” ed. C.R. Harington, Syllogeus 55
(1985): 242.
16 Frances Beavan, Life in the Backwoods of New Brunswick (Newcastle, UK: J. Blackwell, 1845;
reprint St. Stephen, NB: Print’n Press Publications, 1980), 12-13, University of New Brunswick
Archives.
17 Robert MacKinnon, “Roads, Cart Tracks, and Bridal Paths: Land Transportation and the
Domestic Economy of Mid-Nineteenth-Century Eastern British North America,” Canadian
Historical Review 84, no. 2 (June 2003): 199.
18 Thomas Chandler Haliburton, An Historical and Statistical Account of Nova Scotia, 2 vols.
(Halifax: Joseph Howe, 1829), 2:350.
19 MacKinnon, “Roads, Cart Tracks, and Bridal Paths,” 205-6.
20 See, for example, Patriot, Charlottetown, 18 February 1871, quoted in “Historical Record of
Incidence of Sea Ice for the Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence from c.1800 to 1962”
database, http://researchers.imd.nrc.ca/~hillb/icedb/st_lawrence/ice_report3a.pdf.
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For instance, Colonel W.J. Myers observed that in 1865 “the rainy, foggy and
unsettled weather of May, caused a serious interruption to agricultural operations,
compensated, however, to some extent by the impulse given to the grass crop by the
warm moisture. . . . In June . . . frost, which occurred in some parts of the Province,
did much injury to fruit trees and gardens.” Myers further recorded that “July was
the only month entirely free from frost.”21 Given the diversity of microclimates in
Nova Scotia, it is possible that some parts of the colony had adequate growing
seasons that year. Elevation, though, can exacerbate the vulnerability of certain areas
to frost formation.22 Given that lower class farm families tended to live at higher
elevations, Myers’s observations suggest that climate often acted with multiple
stressors that challenged the survival of backland families first and foremost. They
had neither a diversity of crops to rely on, nor an accumulated surplus that could
buffer them from one to several years of poor harvests.23 They also lived further
from water than their neighbours who farmed the rich riverbank or intervale soils,
and hence from water’s small though important moderating effects on the climate as
well as its nutritive legacy in the soil.
While there were many implications of climate for the settlement and
development of the Gulf of St. Lawrence region, climate’s impact was shaped by
economic, social, and political factors. As Rusty Bittermann noted in his description
of Cape Breton’s mid-19th-century potato crop failures: “The crises were created by
nature, as magistrates’ reports and editorials alike agreed, but nature had exposed a
social structure where some lived on the margin and others did not.”24 Short and
variable growing seasons, as well as pathogens and parasites such as potato blight,
wheat rust, and the wheat midge, all of which were affected by climate, challenged
the region’s farmers during the 1800s. Thin soils did so as well. These burdens were
borne most heavily by backland farm families and by those living on other
agricultural edges – be they microclimatic, soil-based, or economic. Poor settlers did
not have the surplus crops, land, or other forms of wealth that could buffer them
from the combined effects of unfavourable climatic, economic, and political forces.
Transportation connections, and the degrees of isolation settlers experienced, were
also profoundly affected by the climate. Merchants and settlers involved in the
shipping industry and the fisheries, for instance, faced dangers and uncertainties due
to the climate’s impact on lives lived at the edges of land and sea, and sea and ice.
During the 19th century climate was central in determining when the waters along
coasts acted as barriers separating people, and when those same waters provided
links connecting them. The same was true as well for the region’s networks of roads
and trails. Indeed, the evidence suggests that in many ways the experience of life in

21 W.J. Myers, “Notes on the Weather at Halifax, Nova Scotia, During 1865,” Proceedings and
Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Science 1, no. 4 (1865-1866): 52-3.
22 William R. Baron and David C. Smith, “Growing Season Parameter Reconstructions for New
England Using Killing Frost Records, 1697-1947,” Maine Agricultural and Forest Experiment
Station Bulletin 846 (1996): 3-5, http://digitalcommons.library.umaine.edu/cgi/ viewcontent.cgi?
article=1039&context=aes_bulletin.
23 M.L. Parry, Climatic Change, Agriculture, and Settlement (Folkestone, UK, and Hamden, CT:
Wm. Dawson & Sons and Archon Books, 1978), 74.
24 Bittermann, “Hierarchy of the Soil,” 46.
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the Gulf of St. Lawrence region simply cannot be understood without close attention
to climate’s role in shaping the lives, and choices, of those who lived in the region.
In order to factor climate adequately into regional historiographic
understandings, we need to assemble data that illuminate the historic climates of the
region. Depending upon the period being studied, climate historians can draw on
natural archives or proxy records such as tree rings, ice cores, and sediment cores or
on the documentary and instrumental observations of “colloquial meteorologists”
(diarists who were consistently attentive to the vicissitudes of the weather), natural
scientists, and formally trained meteorologists.25 Early instrumental records from
British, British North American, and Canadian repositories contain a wealth of
detailed climatic information. While these require analysis and corrections, they can
contribute to a more detailed understanding of the region’s climatic past. Written
sources provide indirect evidence of climate through everything from newspaper
reports of damages due to storms, to port records from Prince Edward Island, to
more subjective and interpretive renderings in letters and poetry. These corroborate
and strengthen the anecdotal evidence in the “Climatological Returns” for St. John’s
and Halifax, and the Abstracts of Meteorological Registers for Charlottetown.26
Recorded by personnel of the Royal Engineers, these sources include instrumental
records of precipitation, temperature, wind direction, etc., as well as commentary on
human disease, wild plants, crops, aurora borealis, and other natural phenomena.
Written sources also highlight the central role of climate in the experience of
colonial and early Canadian settlement and development. Secondary studies of
ocean-atmosphere circulation systems, such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), compilations of data pertaining to
ice formation and movement, and studies of the correlation between tree-ring
growth and ocean-atmospheric systems expand the terms of reference for a study of
the character, dynamics, and implications of climate in the 19th century.27 Such
studies connect the Gulf of St. Lawrence and its environs to the larger North
Atlantic, and Atlantic, worlds. In time, natural archives from sediment cores to tree
rings may provide further insight into climates of the regional longue-durée past,
and into the climates of recent centuries.

25 See Liza Piper, “Colloquial Meteorology,” in Method & Meaning in Canadian Environmental
History, ed. Alan MacEachern and William J. Turkel (Toronto: Nelson Education, 2009), 102;
Hubert H. Lamb, Climate History and the Modern World (London: Methuen, 1982), 68-70, 72;
Brázdil et al., “Historical Climatology in Europe,” 366; William R. Baron, “Retrieving American
Climate History: A Bibliographic Essay,” Agricultural History Journal 63, no. 2 (Spring 1989):
12-16; and Devor, “Climate History of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Region,” 1-2.
26 “Abstract of Meteorological Register for Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island (1873-1884)”;
“Climatological Returns for Halifax, Nova Scotia (1852-1875), DCnn: 9HFX”; and
“Climatological Returns for St. John’s, Newfoundland (1852-1870), DCnn: 9SJN” – all in
Meteorological Office Archives, Exeter, UK.
27 For more details of how the NAO and the AMO influence regional climates, see Devor, “Climate
History of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Region,” 16-17, 65-6, 69, 70, 77, 80, 81, 86, 87, 88, 90, 91,
102, 112, 133, as well as Stephen T. Gray et al., “A Tree-Ring Based Reconstruction of the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation Since 1567 A.D.,” Geophysical Research Letters 31,no. 12 (June 2004):
L12205, and J. Marshall et al., “North Atlantic Climate Variability: Phenomena, Impacts and
Mechanisms,” International Journal of Climatology 21, no. 15 (December 2001): 1863-98.
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Close analysis of fragmentary climate data from specific sites within Atlantic
Canada helps us to understand the overall patterns of climate change in the region and
their complexity. The aphorism “climate is what you expect, weather is what you get”
reflects the conceptualization of climate as based on long-term statistics, while
weather is experienced in shorter time periods and can change moment to moment.
Following the World Meteorological Organization, Canadian climate “normals” are
based on between 18 and 30 years of weather observations, and are reassessed every
decade; human experiences of climatic “normality” are based on the continual
interaction of memory and expectation, adjustment, and adaptation.28 A multiplicity of
climatic cycles, including sunspots and shifts in ocean-atmospheric circulation
patterns, follow an interconnected logic that prevents simple comparison across
decades. However, decadal-scale analysis of climate during the 19th century allows for
comparisons between and among anecdotal sources and the graphs constructed for the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and Newfoundland ice projects. What follows is a rough
synthesis of the sequential, decade-by-decade, experiential story of climate change in
Atlantic Canada during the 19th century.29 Climates within the region were highly
variable throughout the century, and a warming trend appeared in the last few decades.
The 19th century began with cool summers and mild winters in New Brunswick,
which could suggest that ocean-atmosphere circulation patterns were slightly
different from those in later years. As well, it could be a reflection of the Dalton solar
minimum, or volcanic activity.30 The provincial legislature of Prince Edward Island
declared an embargo on the exportation of foodstuffs for eight of the years between
1797 and 1817. According to historical geographer Matthew Hatvany,
contemporaries attributed the embargoes to the combination of climatic fluctuation,
pest and mice infestations, and insufficient harvests.31 In Nova Scotia, ice filled the

28 Mike Hulme et al., “Unstable Climates: Exploring the Statistical and Social Constructions of
Climate ‘Normals,’” Geoforum 40, no. 2 (March 2009): 197-206 (esp. 199-201); Government of
Canada, “1981-2010 Climate Normals & Averages,” on Canadian Climate Normals (last
modified 12 November 2013), http://climate.weather.gc.ca/climate_normals/index_e.html#1971.
29 The rough-cut contours of this reconstruction emphasize the need for further research, and gloss
over the diversity of climates within the region. For a more thorough reconstruction, and to find
further sources for the climatic reconstruction herein, see Appendix III – Climatic Reconstruction,
in Devor, “Climate History of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Region.”
30 Periods of reduced solar activity and volcanism can each influence atmospheric circulation
patterns. Researchers argue that the former led to the Dalton minimum between 1790 and 1830,
and that volcanic activity exacerbated the lower levels of solar energy reaching Earth. See John
Eddy, “Before Tambora: The Sun and Climate, 1790-1830,” in The Year Without a Summer?
World Climate in 1816, ed. C.R. Harington (Ottawa: Canadian Museum of Nature, 1992), 11, and
Cynthia Wilson, “The Little Ice Age on Eastern Hudson/James Bay: The Summer Weather and
Climate at Great Whale, Fort George and Eastmain, 1814 to 1821, As Derived from Hudson’s Bay
Company Records,” in Harington, “Climatic Change in Canada 5,” 177. This description
demonstrates that winter and summer temperatures do not necessarily follow the same trends
towards greater or lesser degrees of warmth. As this reconstruction is predominantly based on data
for winter, a full assessment of annual climate for the century is beyond the bounds of this study.
31 Matthew Hatvany, “The Impact of Climate Fluctuation on Commodity Production,” in Hatvany,
“Tenant, Landlord, and the New Middle Class: Settlement, Society, and Economy in Early Prince
Edward Island, 1798-1848” (PhD diss., University of Maine, 1996), 222-3. Hatvany’s footnote
100 on p. 223 states: “This list of embargoes may not be complete,” and includes reference to each
of his sources from Executive Council Minutes to newspaper articles.
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Halifax Harbour in 1815, 1817, and 1821. Following the eruption of Mount Tambora
in Indonesia in April 1815, 1816 became known as the “year without a summer” or
“eighteen-hundred-and-froze-to-death” as it was dubbed within Northeastern North
America.32 The impacts of volcanic aerosols circulating in the atmosphere included
crop failures, unseasonable snow, food shortages, and the need for government
relief.33 Halifax Harbour was obstructed with ice from 1 February to 7 February; on
21 February, the harbour was shut in by ice.34 At Quebec City, the St. Lawrence River
was covered “with fixed ice, on the 3d of May” – an event that was believed never to
have occurred “within the memory of the longest liver among us.”35 In the 1820s,
there were crop failures in Cape Breton. The decade also marked the beginning of
sporadically mild winter weather, which was particularly evident in 1824 and 1826.
Severe drought in New Brunswick culminated in the Miramichi Fire of 1825, during
which a fifth of the province was thought to have burned.36 The New Year’s season
of 1830 to 1831 was also remarkably mild, from Quebec to Nova Scotia. However,
as a decade, the 1830s was colder than the one previous. Late spring and early fall
frosts were responsible for crop destruction on Prince Edward Island in five years out
of ten.37 The year 1833 was particularly cold, as evidenced by the reports from
Quebec, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton. There were reports of frost, ice, and
hail in Quebec on 8 and 9 June, and the fall crops withered in the Bras D’Or lakes
area of Cape Breton.38 Conversely, in the spring of 1834, Pictou harbour opened on
the earliest date on record.39 And winters were especially cold between 1835 and
1839. According to historian John D. Post, 1836 and 1837 were the coldest years
between 1816 and 1838 in Williamstown, Massachusetts; he attributed this to the
eruption of the Nicaraguan volcano, Cosegüina, in 1835.40 The winter season of 1839

32 William Baron, “1816 in Perspective: The View from the Northeastern United States,” in
Harington, The Year Without a Summer? 124.
33 Piper, “Backward Seasons and Remarkable Cold,” 31-55; Boyde Beck, “Season of Scarcity,”
Island Magazine 36 (Fall-Winter 1994): 20-2; John D. Post, The Last Great Subsistence Crisis in
the Western World (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977).
34 Acadian Recorder, 8 February 1817 and 22 March 1817, quoted in “Historical Record of Incidence
of Sea Ice for the Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence” database, p. 2.
35 Extract from an article published in a Quebec City newspaper on 6 May. Reprinted in The Halifax
Journal, 2 June 1817, and quoted in “Historical Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the Scotian
Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence” database, p. 2.
36 Alan MacEachern, “‘Popular by Our Misery’: The International Response to the Miramichi Fire,
1825,” in Land and Sea: Environmental History in Atlantic Canada, ed. Claire Campbell and
Robert Summerby-Murray (Fredericton: Acadiensis Press, 2013), 161.
37 Hatvany, “Impact of Climate Fluctuation on Commodity Production,” 226.
38 Québec Gazette, 10 June 1833, in David M. Ludlum, Early American Winters, II: 1821-1870
(Boston: American Meteorological Society, 1968), 87; Stephen J. Hornsby, Nineteenth Century
Cape Breton: A Historical Geography (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press,
1992), 74.
39 Nova Scotian, 26 March 1834, quoted in “Historical Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the Scotian
Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence” database, p. 21.
40 Post, Last Great Subsistence Crisis, 7. For further evidence of the impacts of Cosegüina in North
America and Europe, see John Vincent Teillet, “A Reconstruction of Summer Sea Ice Conditions
in the Labrador Sea Using Hudson’s Bay Company Ships’ Log-books, 1751-1870” (M.A. thesis,
University of Manitoba, 1988), 123-7.
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Figure 1: Gulf of St. Lawrence and Scotian Shelf Ice Extent.
Source: Brian T. Hill, Alan Ruffman, and Ken Drinkwater, “Historical Record of the
Incidence of Sea Ice on the Scotian Shelf and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,” Ice in the
Environment: Proceedings of the 16th International Association of Hydraulic
Engineering and Research, International Symposium on Ice, vol. 1 (Dunedin, NZ:
International Association of Hydraulic Engineering and Research, 2-6 December
2002), 20; see also www.icedata.ca.

Figure 2: Gulf and Newfoundland Ice Extents.
Source: Hill, Ruffman, and Drinkwater, “Historical Record of the Incidence of Sea
Ice on the Scotian Shelf and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,” 23.
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Figure 3: Newfoundland Winter Sea Ice Extent Anomaly.
Source: Brian T. Hill, Historical Record of Sea Ice and Iceberg Distribution around
Newfoundland and Labrador, 1810-1958 (St. John’s: National Research Council of
Canada, Institute for Marine Dynamics, 1998).
to 1840 was mild, although after 1843 the decade appears to have been cold overall.
The region’s farmers also struggled with potato blight from 1844 onwards. Some years
it was accompanied by other crop failures and, in Newfoundland, by an unsuccessful
fishery. In the mid-to-late years of the decade, the ice in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
on the Scotian Shelf was heavy. Indeed, several of these years ranked among the four
points in the century with the highest amount of reported ice according to the graph of
“Gulf of St. Lawrence and Scotian Shelf Ice Extent” that appears on the preceding page.
The 1850s were characterized by opposite extremes of temperature, as depicted on
the graph of gulf ice (see Figure 1).41 Ice formed around Sable Island for four of the
ten years, the highest frequency within any decade in the century. The fifties were also
punctuated by mild seasons, including the winter of 1854/1855 when Charlottetown
harbour remained open until 8 January thus setting a record for latest date of openwater in the winter season for that harbour.42 That spring and summer the growing

41 Hill, Ruffman, and Drinkwater, “Historical Record of the Incidence of Sea Ice on the Scotian
Shelf and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,” 20.
42 The available reports for the winters on Prince Edward Island suggest that the pattern of thaws,
which occurred in the latter half of the century, were uncommon in the early decades of the 1800s.
In 1841, the Colonial Herald reported that a vessel was able to enter the port of Charlottetown on
9 January during “what is rather unusual at this season – a free thaw, with a high temperature.”
See Colonial Herald, 9 January and 16 January 1841, quoted in “Historical Record of Incidence
of Sea Ice for the Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence” database, p. 28.
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Figure 4: Sea Ice on Sable Island.
Source: Hill, Ruffman, and Drinkwater, “Historical Record of the Incidence of Sea
Ice on the Scotian Shelf and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,” 22.
season mean reached the highest point for seasons consistently recorded in the
“Climatological Returns for Halifax,” while in St. John’s the average growing
season temperature descended to its lowest point for the same period.43
The 1860s appear to have had a balance of colder and milder years. Hill,
Ruffman, and Drinkwater conclude from their study of the incidence of ice in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence that “the approximate 30 year period around the 1860s”
appeared to involve extensive ice.
The graph of “Gulf of St. Lawrence and Scotian Shelf Ice Extent” (see Figure 1)
depicts the 1870s as the last decade with extremely high ice extent until the 1920s.
That decade, spring came early (1871) and late (1875). The 1880s were also erratic,
with severe winter seasons (Gulf of St. Lawrence, Prince Edward Island, New
Brunswick, 1882) and mild ones (Prince Edward Island, 1886). East of
Newfoundland, the ice reached its furthest extent for the 19th century circa 1882.
The following year, the growing season mean for St. John’s was the highest for the
last three decades of the century. The graph depicting the reports of sea ice on Sable
Island shows that the 1880s was tied with the 1840s for the second highest frequency
of ice formation in these two centuries.
In the 1890s, opposite temperature regimes were recorded. The winters, overall,
trended towards milder temperatures, with less ice formation. The 1890s was the first
43 This heat in Halifax was in contrast to the prior year’s record growing season low as recorded in
the “Climatological Returns for Halifax, Nova Scotia (1852-1875), DCnn: 9HFX,”
Meteorological Office Archives. Growing season temperatures are based on mean monthly
temperatures for May through September.
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decade in the “Historical Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the Scotian Shelf and
Gulf of St. Lawrence” database in which ice did not form in the vicinity around Sable
Island (although it came close).44 Ice in the Gulf of St. Lawrence was consistently
less extensive during this decade than in any other recorded decade of the century.
There was heavy ice in the Gulf in 1890, while two years later North Sydney in Cape
Breton experienced the first ice-free winter season in living memory. In 1894 spring
arrived early, bringing heavy ice into Halifax harbour in May; observers reported that
such an ice blockade had not occurred in the previous 42 years. In 1898 the ice off
the eastern shore of Nova Scotia was more extensive than usual, although it did not
reach as far as Sable Island. The winter of 1898 to 1899 was mild, and the waters
around Prince Edward Island were open for much of the season. And Charlottetown’s
highest growing season mean in Environment Canada’s historic records occurred in
1899.45 On 1 January 1900, the port of Charlottetown was still open. The Halifax
Herald reprinted the news from the Island, including Islanders’ unique appreciation
of “the closing year,” when navigation was typically closed as well.46
Overall, the balance of evidence suggests that the mid-to-late-19th-century
settlement and development of the region occurred in a period characterized by a
warming trend as well as by significant short-term fluctuations and changes in the
climate.47 Farmers, fishermen, and ships’ captains’ expectations of annual weather
were conditioned by a tumultuous and variable climate, and thus their experiences
in the 1800s were of multiple scales of change. This tumult was in part a function of
topography and distance from the ocean, as proximity and vulnerability to particular
weather patterns, including storm tracks, prevailing winds, and ocean currents, is to
a large part determined by geography. Timing was also critical to the establishment
of agricultural settlements. Farmers do not have 40 years to wait and see whether
they can earn a livelihood from the land on which they are homesteading. To what
extent, therefore, was the transience of the regional population during this century
related to the high degree of variability in the climatic conditions that settlers and
their families experienced?48 Change and upheaval were the order of the day, and
this required that newcomers adjust their expectations of climate in relation to what

44 Hill, Ruffman, and Drinkwater, “Historical Record of the Incidence of Sea Ice on the Scotian
Shelf and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,” 22.
45 Monthly Weather Review, 4 March 1890, United States War Office; 12 March 1892, Lloyd’s List;
15 March 1892, Patriot (Charlottetown); Monthly Weather Review, April 1894; 12 January 1927,
Patriot – all quoted in “Historical Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the Scotian Shelf and Gulf
of St. Lawrence” database, pp. 91, 129, 133, 144. See Environment Canada, “Monthly Data
Report for 1934, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,” http://climate.weather.gc.ca/
climateData/monthlydata_e.html?timeframe=3&Prov=PE&StationID=6525&Month=12&Day=3
1&Year=1934.
46 Halifax Herald, 3 January 1900, quoted in “Historical Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the
Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence” database, p. 147.
47 Jean Grove, The Little Ice Age (London: Methuen, 1988), 5; Baron and Gordon, “Reconstruction
of New England Climate Using Historical Materials,” 242.
48 On the transience of the regional population, see Alan A. Brookes, “The Exodus: Migration from
the Maritime Provinces to Boston During the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century” (PhD diss.,
University of New Brunswick, 1978). For insight into climate as a dynamic of consideration in
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they were used to, primarily in the British Isles, as well as in terms of what they
experienced in the region from year to year.
Further evidence of changing ice formation and movement confirms the overall
warming trend of the century. Local expectations that the Halifax harbour would
freeze up changed over the century, with freezes occurring once every few years
(1815), to once a decade (1839), to once in 20 years (1859).49 In 1889 the river at
Bridgewater and the harbour at Pictou were still open on 5 and 7 January respectively,
both of which were almost unprecedented dates for open water.50 Blocked harbours
precluded direct shipping and transportation, while the extension of the open water
season allowed shipment and receipt of products, mail delivery, and the possibility of
more diverse transport and commercial connections. In 1894 and 1896, there were
reports of unexpectedly early southward movements of ice floes and icebergs,
including in January of the latter year the sighting of “an immense iceberg off Cape
Race . . . a remarkable occurrence so early in the winter.”51 In 1899, when the SS
Northumberland continued traveling “to and from Point de Chene [Pointe-Du-Chêne,
New Brunswick] until Christmas,” the Halifax Herald noted “it was remarked upon
as breaking all records within the memory of living persons.”52 Although such an
assessment that contemporary conditions surpassed “living memory” are considered
as “a sort of stock-phrase used frequently in sources . . . and it is questionable how
much reliance may be placed upon it,” it retains some significance as a
pronouncement on lived experience and social memory.53 In this case, it provides
another piece of the pattern of regional warming in the last decades of the century.54
The navigation season for Prince Edward Island’s ports as a whole was extended
over the course of the 1800s. The minimum length of the season was 196 days in the
first half of the century, followed by a minimum length of 214 days in the second.
Despite these changes, there were still exceptionally cold years and severe ice
throughout the century, with some of the most extensive ice forming in the later
decades. In December of 1831 and 1875, for example, Charlottetown’s harbour was
frozen earlier than it had been for 20 years previous. In the former year, it was frozen

49

50
51
52
53
54

some cases of regional out-migration during the 1800s, see Rusty Bittermann, Sailor’s Hope: The
Life and Times of William Cooper, Agrarian Radical in an Age of Revolutions (Montreal &
Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2010), 28, 56, 97, 107, 149-50. Brookes and
Bittermann each elaborate on the theme of continuous migration in the North Atlantic world.
Acadian Recorder, 4 February 1815, and Nova Scotian, 14 February 1839, quoted in “Historical
Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence” database, pp. 2,
26; “Climatological Returns for Halifax, Nova Scotia (1852-1875), DCnn: 9HFX, 1859,”
Meteorological Office Archives.
New York Maritime Register, 5 January 1889, and Patriot, Charlottetown, 7 January 1889, quoted
in “Historical Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence”
database, p. 121.
Halifax Herald, 1 January 1896, quoted in “Historical Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the
Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence” database, p. 138.
Halifax Herald, 3 January 1900, quoted in “Historical Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the
Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence” database, p. 147.
Ogilvie and Jónsson, “‘Little Ice Age’ Research,” in Ogilvie and Jónsson, Iceberg in the Mist, 28;
Piper, “Colloquial Meteorology,” 113.
Anomalous conditions in a single year, however, are not necessarily indicative of a trend towards
warming or cooling.
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Figure 5: Trend for Prince Edward Island’s Navigation Season, 1803 to 1899.
Sources: Prince Edward Island, Collector of Customs, Shipping Inwards, vols. 8-15
(1802-1847), and Shipping Outwards, vols. 43-50 (1802-1847), RG 9, Public
Archives and Record Office, Charlottetown, PEI; “Historical Record of Incidence of
Sea Ice for the Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence” database.
by 13 December, and in the latter year it was frozen by 4 December.55 While the
overall trend in average annual temperatures was towards warming between 1873
and 1930, cold conditions continued on a sporadic basis throughout the period –
including several remarkably severe winter seasons between 1874 and the late 1890s
as well as between 1904 and 1925.
The complexity of the dynamics of ice formation and movement precludes
simple interpretations of their changes over time. The movements and blockades of
ice observed near the end of the century could have been due to a change in patterns
of atmospheric circulation from the patterns of previous decades. Glaciologist and
geographer Jean Grove noted that levels of solar radiation prior to 1882 were lower
than was previously thought.56 An increase in solar activity changes the heat balance
of the atmosphere, and subsequently the “amount of heat exchange between ice,
water, and air.”57 Changes in these parameters influence the movements of storm
55 Royal Gazette, Charlottetown, 13 December 1831, and Patriot, Charlottetown, 4 December 1875,
quoted in “Historical Record of Incidence of Sea Ice for the Scotian Shelf and Gulf of St.
Lawrence” database, pp. 17, 76.
56 Grove, The Little Ice Ages, 2:574.
57 Canadian Ice Service, Sea Ice Climatic Atlas, East Coast of Canada, 1971-2000 (Ottawa: Minister
of Public Works and Government Services of Canada, 2001), 10.
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tracks, weather systems (or systems of high and low pressure), the oceanatmospheric circulation, and the densities of ocean water.58 There are, as well, a host
of meteorological and oceanographic features that can influence coastal ice
formation, including the predominance of cold Arctic air or of warmer low pressure
systems from the south, the strength and direction of the winds, the bathymetry or
depths of the Gulf of St Lawrence and coastal shelves, and the water currents, tidal
forces, and tidal streams of the region.59 According to G. Robinson, a harbour master
in St. John’s, the older ice masters perceived that, overall, seasons were milder and
the ice seasons less severe after 1860.60 Targeting certain sources, such as the early
instrumental records in regional newspapers identified by historical climatologist
Victoria Slonosky, could be an efficient way to expand the data base for developing
an understanding of 19th century climatic changes and factors.61
Diverse sources suggest that despite the continued formation of extensive ice
fields in the winter months, the severity of this season generally decreased. The
historical evidence suggests that milder and shorter winters became more common by
the end of the century than they had been during the early decades of the century. Yet
opposite extremes of temperature, ice conditions, and phases of circulation regimes –
all of which are interconnected – existed in close temporal proximity. Annual
temperatures in Charlottetown, Halifax, and St. John’s trended upward between the
early 1870s and c. 1930. Analyses of growing season temperature trends for the same
period, however, reveal that Charlottetown was the only location at which the
growing season warmed. Analyses also illuminate a high degree of variability in
growing season temperatures from year to year and across the decades – from
between 2.48° C in Halifax to 3.98° C in St. John’s. Growing seasons in Halifax and
St. John’s cooled between 1870 and around 1930, perhaps in relation to the specific
phases of the AMO and the NAO – the coupled ocean-atmospheric circulation
systems that appear to have a degree of influence on the climates of all three cities.62
The trend towards annual warming fits within regional and national patterns, as
well as with global changes. A study of regional temperature trends between 1870
and 1989 identifies warming at nine locations, which included the three discussed
here.63 As of 2005, the open water season for the St. John River at Fredericton was

58 John Vincent Teillet’s reconstruction of Labrador Sea ice discusses these mechanisms by which
circulation patterns influence temperatures as well as the movements of ice. See Teillet,
“Reconstruction of Summer Sea Ice Conditions in the Labrador Sea,” 43.
59 Canadian Ice Service, Sea Ice Climatic Atlas, 10-13.
60 G. Robinson, “A Report on the Movements of the Ice, Currents and Tidal Streams of the Coast of
Newfoundland and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence” (Hydrological Office, London, 1889), in Brian T.
Hill and Stephen J. Jones, “The Newfoundland Ice Extent and the Solar Cycle From 1860 to
1988,” Journal of Geophysical Research – Oceans 95, no. C4 (April 1990): 5386-7. Note that
Baron and Gordon observed decreased variability in the climates of New England after 1860. See
Baron and Gordon, “Reconstruction of New England Climate Using Historical Materials,” 242.
61 “Diaries and Volunteers,” Canadian Historical Climate Data, https://sites.google.com/
site/historicalclimatedata/canadian-historical-data-typing-project/diaries-and-volunteers.
62 Devor, “Climate History of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Region,” 86, 100,
63 W.G. Richards et al., “Temperature Trends in Atlantic Canada 1870-1989,” in The Climate of
Nova Scotia, November 19, 1991: A One Day Symposium (Atmospheric Environment Service,
Environment Canada, June 1992). Liette Vasseur, Robert L. Guscott, and Peta J. Mudie argue that
there was a warming trend between 1885 and 1947 and a cooling trend between 1948 and 1995,
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Figure 6: Temperature Trend, St. John’s, Years Between 1874 and 1928 &
Trend in Growing Season Temperatures, St. John’s, 1871-1928.
Source: Environment Canada, “Monthly Data Report for 1874, St. John’s,
Newfoundland,” in Devor, “Climate History of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Region,”
77-80.
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Figure 7: Temperature Trend, Halifax, 1872-1930 & Trend in Growing Season
Temperatures, Halifax, 1871-1930.
Source: Environment Canada, “Monthly Data Report for 1933, Halifax, Nova
Scotia,” in Devor, “Climate History of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Region,” 84-5.
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Figure 8: Temperature Trend, Charlottetown, Years Between 1873 and 1930 &
Trend in Growing Season Temperatures, Charlottetown, 1873-1930.
Source: Environment Canda, “Monthly Data Report for 1934, Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island,” in Devor, “Climate History of the Gulf of St. Lawrence
Region,” 91-2.
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“about 60 days longer than in the early 1800s.”64 In a study of records from the
northeastern United States, historian William Baron observes that in most cases “the
warming trend leading into the early twentieth century began sometime during the
1870s.” Retired professor of meteorology Bill Danielson notes that the growing
season in the region around Sydney, Cape Breton, was ten days longer in 2007 than
it was 100 years prior.65 The pattern of warming in Atlantic Canada fits within the
national context, which involved warming that began in the late 19th or early 20th
century. Cynthia Wilson’s analyses of Hudson’s Bay Company records from
Northern Canada provide evidence of warming after the 1870s. The ice season on
the Great Lakes diminished by one to two months between 1857 and 2007. Glaciers
in Western Canada began to retreat in the late 19th century, and Arctic glaciers began
to melt in 1920.66 Mean global temperatures (including land temperatures and sea
surface temperatures) rose by 0.85°C between 1880 and 2012.67
Any understanding of the climate history of the region is limited by the available
sources. The sources for the history of 19th-century Atlantic Canada demonstrate
overlapping patterns of flux. That much is certain. Climatic averages, however, gloss
over the crucial elements of the timing of warm or cool weather, its correspondence
with particular forms of precipitation, and daily minimum and maximum
temperatures. Plants do not grow in average conditions; each has its own specific
growing season requirements and associated vulnerabilities. Researchers analysing
changes in growing season length argue that the duration of the season at a single
station might not have statistical relevance to regional change, or that it may indicate
changes that would not be fully appreciated by observers.68 There is evidence,
however, that farmers in New Brunswick adapted agricultural practices to difficult

64

65

66

67

68

after which warming began again. See Vasseur, Guscott, and Mudie, “Monitoring of Spring
Flower Phenology in Nova Scotia: Comparison over the Last Century,” Northeastern Naturalist
8, no. 4 (2001): 394.
William Richards, “Ice Cover on the St. John River at Fredericton 1825-2005: Where Did the Ice
Go?” (Fredericton: Environment Canada, 2006). Note that Richards discusses patterns of change
before and after the completion of the Mactaquac hydroelectric dam in 1967, which intensified the
trend towards shorter ice seasons. For further discussion, see Devor, “Climate History of the Gulf
of St. Lawrence Region,” 98.
William Baron, “Historical Climate Records from the Northeastern United States, 1640 to 1900,”
in Climate Since AD 1500, ed. Raymond S. Bradley and Philip D. Jones (London and New York:
Routledge, 1995), 79; Bill Danielson, Cape Breton Weather Watching for the Naturally Curious
(Sydney, NS: Cape Breton University Press, 2007), 179-80.
Cynthia Wilson, “Climate in Canada, 1809-20: Three Approaches to the Hudson’s Bay Company
Archives as an Historical Database,” in Harington, Year Without a Summer? 162; D.S. Lemmen
et al., eds., From Impacts to Adaptation: Canada in a Changing Climate 2007 (Ottawa:
Government of Canada, 2008), 9, 68, 242.
International Panel on Climate Change, “2013: Summary for Policymakers,” in Climate Change
2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, ed. T.F. Stocker et al. (Cambridge and
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), http://www.climatechange2013.org/
images/report/WG1AR5_SPM_FINAL.pdf, p. 5. The authors also represent the increase in global
temperatures as a range between 0.65°C and 1.06°C.
Richard H. Skaggs and Donald G. Baker, “Fluctuations in the Length of the Growing Season in
Minnesota,” Climatic Change 7, no. 4 (1985): 403, 413; W.A.R. Brinkmann, “Growing Season
Length as an Indicator of Climatic Variations?” Climatic Change 2 (1979): 127-38.
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climatic conditions in the first half of the 19th century. Benjamin Crawford, a farmer
in Long Reach, shifted after 1816 – “the year without a summer” – from an emphasis
on hay-reliant cattle to sheep as the latter could subsist predominantly on oats. In the
1830s in the Upper St. John Valley, including part of northeastern Maine, farmers
responded to the conjuncture of crop failures, wheat midge and rust, longer winters,
and new imports of cheap flour by growing less wheat and increasing their
production of oats and buckwheat.69 More sustained and fine-grained analyses are
required to determine the significance of growing season variability over the shortand long-term. As well, temperature trends need to be correlated with patterns in
other climatic parameters such as precipitation. The ice studies also have their
limitations, as they contain none of the meta-data about how and why observations
were made and reported or not reported. As well, they are not exhaustive. Given the
paucity of early records, for instance, how likely is it that there was no ice around
Sable Island in the 1830s, a decade during which there were volcanic dust veils in
the atmosphere, and early and late frosts in Prince Edward Island in 5 out of 10
years? How did the number of potential observers in a given year, the
communications systems and technology, and the accumulated lessons of history
(recent and longue-durée social memory) about areas to avoid, influence the number
of ice sightings in particular locales?70 How reliable or accurate are these dates of
ice formation as proxies of climatic change?71 And why did some years and decades
show agreement between the weather in Halifax and St. John’s while other years and
decades showed such divergence?72 The uniqueness of microclimates within the
region, as well as the amount and type of evidence available for the locales that were
the focus of this study, make generalizations problematic at some levels. It is
necessary to study a greater number of sites in order to learn more about the
particular dynamics of climate within the region.
Some 56 years ago, historical geographer Andrew Hill Clark noted that “despite
the environmental limitations of early Nova Scotia, the Acadians ‘chose among
alternatives’ in developing their ‘distinctive geographical entity in its own corner of

69 Piper, “Backward Seasons,” 50-1. Piper cites research on the influence of the “year without a
summer” in New England, which provides evidence for the same shift in livestock raising, and
relates the preference for sheep to their ability to weather extreme winters better than cattle. As
well, Piper notes the role of crop failures and inclement growing seasons in outmigration from
both Western Europe and Northeastern North America at this time. See Béatrice Craig and
Maxime Dagenais, The Land in Between: The Upper St. John River Valley, Prehistory to World
War I, in collaboration with Lisa Ornstein and Guy Dubay (Gardiner, ME: Tilbury House
Publishers, 2009), 80-1.
70 Hill, Ruffman, and Drinkwater, “Historical Record of the Incidence of Sea Ice on the Scotian
Shelf and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,” 21; Brian T. Hill, “Historical Record of Ice Distribution
Around Newfoundland,” http://researchers.imd.nrc.ca/~hillb/icedb/ice/introw~1.htm; Brian T.
Hill, Institute for Ocean Technology, Ice Data, “Details of Data” (last modified February 2012),
http://www.icedata.ca/Pages/NL_IceExtent/Details_data.php.
71 Bhawan Singh, “Break-up and Freeze-up Dates: A Case Study of Inconsistencies in
Climatological Data” (MA thesis, University of Manitoba, 1973), 1, 7.
72 For an analysis of possible explanations of these similarities and differences related to the
differing influences and changing phases of the NAO and the AMO, see Devor, “Climate History
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Region,” 86-8, 100.
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the new world’.”73 The regional literature is rich with observations such as this. The
field of climate history thus reflects continuity with earlier work on Atlantic Canada,
as well as trends in international literature. Furthermore, it offers a crucial
contribution to understanding causation and agency in regional history. Climate
history can help us understand important connections and contingencies within the
region, as well as situate it within world history.

73 Andrew Hill Clark, “Acadia and the Acadians: The Creation of a Geographical Entity,” in
Frontiers and Men, ed. John Andrews (Melbourne: F.W. Cheshire, 1967), 115-16, quoted in
Graeme Wynn, “W.F. Ganong, A.H. Clark, and the Historical Geography of Maritime Canada,”
Acadiensis X, no. 2 (Spring 1981): 18.

